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25th March 2020 
 
Dear All 

Thank you for your patience and understanding through these extraordinary times, most 
especially the shock of the announcement of Sixth Form closure last Thursday. This reflected 
just how quickly COVID-19 has impacted all our lives. However, as a year group, and as an 
individual, you have been at the forefront of our thoughts and will continue to be so. I was really 
touched, once again, by the thoughtfulness and kindness you have consistently demonstrated 
as a Sixth Form community, in very difficult times.   

While with you on Thursday, I was at pains to stress that you have not left, there was no 
‘Leavers’ ceremony’. That is because we will remain actively alongside you until we join back 
together again: we will celebrate your Sixth Form career and your awaiting futures, but, not just 
yet. For now, our best wishes are with you, and your close ones, as you adjust to totally different 
daily routines and cope with the highest degree of uncertainty that any year group has had to 
face.  

Above all, do stay safe and well, and please follow Government requirements, particularly 
regarding hygiene and movements. This is a clear personal requirement of us all, and, is of 
critical importance. Equally, you are all the leaders of the future, so others may look to you for 
guidance and support at this moment. We know that you will do that, showing common sense 
and kindness and humour, as appropriate! 

I would like to state again the information and reassurances that I gave when I spoke to you on 
Thursday, even though guidelines are still evolving. 

 There will be no external examinations, nor assessment submissions this Summer. 
However, you will have final grades awarded for all examinations entered.  
 

 The Government has stated: ‘The calculated grade process will take into account a 
range of evidence including, for example, non-exam assessment and mock results, and 
the approach will be standardised between schools and colleges … We are not awarding 
students their predicted grades. Ofqual, the independent qualifications regulator, will 
develop a fair and robust process that takes into account a broad range of evidence, 
including teacher assessment and prior attainment. Ofqual will make every effort to 
ensure that the process agreed does not disadvantage any particular group of students.  
 

 For this reason, it is very important indeed that any on-going NEA or coursework, which 
can be completed at home, with exactly the same guidance from your subject teachers, 
is completed to the highest possible standard. We await further 
guidance from Government but, where NEA/coursework exists for you, please do make 
this your highest priority.   
 

 There is continued support for you at a personal level. All of your teachers, Form Tutors, 
Mrs Whelan, SLT and myself are also here to support you personally in this time of 
uncertainty. Please do not hesitate to contact any one of us by email if you have any 
personal questions or concerns. 
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 We are monitoring UCAS and university guidance very carefully. Fresh guidance came 
out from UCAS today: ‘Following the Government's announcement, asking universities 
and colleges in England to hold back from making unconditional offers or amending 
existing offers to students for up to two weeks, we are extending May’s decision and 
reply deadlines for UCAS Undergraduate applications by two weeks ...This extension will 
give your students and their chosen universities and colleges the extra time they need to 
fully consider any decisions and offers, and ensure fairness in admissions is maintained. 
It also gives more time for further information to be shared on the awarding of grades for 
examinations and assessments which have been cancelled. The guidance is clear, 
please do not rush decisions. I have insights into likely university positions - even though 
we are in unique circumstances - so please be in touch, as before, before making rash 
decisions.  
 

 We are also keenly supporting of those of you who have planned to pursue a gap year or 
apprenticeship route. We will continue to actively support you as you research your post-
18 options. Our Careers Advisers, Nikki Corben and Ian Doherty can be contacted 
throughout this period in the usual way and will work with you: 
Nikki.Corben@Prospects.co.uk and Ian.Doherty@Prospects.co.uk 
 

 

 For everyone, it is important to keep a positive eye on your future: over the coming 
weeks, we will notify you through Teams of all new on-line learning platforms. In years to 
come, employers will ask you about what you learned about yourself, what new skills 
and academic interests you developed and where you demonstrated initiative and 
leadership.  
 

 Please keep well, your brain active and encourage others also to do so by using all the 
on-line supportive activities available so that you also pay attention to, and support, your 
own mental and physical well-being. 

Finally, I cannot stress how much we are truly looking forward to welcoming you all back to Sixth 
Form. I have not allowed Year 12 to claim your seats! Please log on regularly to Teams where 
further information will be regularly shared with you and we will just keep in touch. Mrs Whelan 
personally sends her love and best wishes to you all and will be keeping in email contact with 
you. Each and every one of you continues to be a valued member of our strong Sixth Form 
community. In this time of uncertainty for all, you are not alone.   

Keep well and keep safe. 

Every good wish,  

 

Mrs Mann                                                                
Head of Sixth Form                                                 
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